
TUSCALOOSA CHRISTIAN SCHOOL
DRESS CODE GUIDELINES

GIRLS K3-K5
1. Clothing

1.1. Dresses and shorts must be a modest length
1.2. Pants and shorts must have a hem; no cut-off shorts
1.3. If leggings are worn, shirt must reach fingertips
1.4. No questionable words or pictures on clothes
1.5. Sundresses or spaghetti strap dresses must have a top and shorts worn underneath

BOYS K3-K5
1. Clothing

1.1. Pants and shorts must have a hem; no cut-off shorts
1.2. No questionable words or picture on clothes

2. Hair
2.1. Not over collar or ears
2.2. Not touching eyebrows
2.3. Must be a natural color

3. No jewelry

GIRLS GRADES 1-4
1. Pants

1.1. If skinny or slim fit pants are worn, the shirt must come down at least to the fingertips all the
way around; loose-fitting dress pants do not require longer shirts
1.2. Jeans (with no holes or tears) may be worn
1.3. Athletic shorts may be worn but must be knee length
1.4. Must be hemmed
1.5. No leggings except with dresses
1.6 ALL short must be knee length

2. Shirts and blouses
2.1. T-shirts (without questionable words or pictures) may be worn
2.2. Must be modest and loose fitting

3. Skirts and dresses
3.1. No shorter than the top of the knee (which is 3 inches above the knee when kneeling)
3.2. Shirts must be worn with sundresses
3.3. Bicycle shorts must be worn under dresses
3.4 Bicycle shorts may not be worn unless under a dress(this includes knit bicycle style shorts)

4. No flip-flops or flip-flop style shoes
5.Sweatshirts/ Hoodies Must be TCS or plain (however a small pocket-sized brand-name logo or
monogrammed initials are allowed) May not have any other writing, pictures or drawings.

(Updated for school year 2021-2022)



BOYS GRADES 1-4
1. Pants

1.1. Mid-knee or longer
1.2. Jeans (with no holes or tears) may be worn
1.3. Athletic shorts may be worn but must be knee length
1.4. Must be hemmed
1.5 ALL shorts must be knee length

2. Shirts
2.1. T-shirts may be worn (without questionable words or pictures)

3. No flip-flops
4. Hair

4.1. Not over collar or ears
4.2. Not touching eyebrows
4.3. Must be a natural color

5. No jewelry
6. Sweatshirts/Hoodies Must be TCS or plain (however a small pocket-sized brand-name logo or
monogrammed initials are allowed) May not have any other writing, pictures or drawings.

GIRLS GRADES 5-6
1. Pants

1.1. If skinny or slim fit pants are worn, the shirt must come down at least to the fingertips all the
way around; loose-fit dress pants do not require longer shirts
1.2. Jeans (with no holes or tears) may be worn
1.3. No jean shorts; no athletic shorts
1.4. Must be hemmed
1.5. No leggings except with dresses

2. Shirts or blouses
2.1. Necklines – no lower than 3 inches below collarbone
2.2. Sleeveless – shoulders at least 3 inches wide
2.3. Sheer blouses must have dress code shirts underneath
2.4. Undergarments must not be visible
2.5. TCS or Christian/church t-shirts (non-collared) may be worn on Fridays

3. Skirts or dresses – No shorter than the top of the knee (which is 3 inches above the knee when
kneeling)
4. No flip-flops or flip-flop style shoes

4.1. Sandals without heel straps may be worn as long as the shoes do not flop on the
student’s feet when walking

5. Makeup
5.1. TCS discourages makeup for elementary students
5.2. TCS reserves the right to decide if makeup is excessive

6. Sweatshirts and hoodies allowed
6.1 Must be TCS or plain (however a small pocket-sized brand-name logo or

monogrammed initials are allowed) May not have any other writing, pictures or
drawings.
7. No heavy coats in the classroom
8. No piercings, except for ears; no plugs with gauged earlobes

(Updated for school year 2021-2022)



BOYS GRADES 5-6
1. Pants

1.1. Mid-knee or longer
1.2. Solid color; no jean shorts, no athletic shorts
1.3. Jeans (with no holes or tears) may be worn
1.4. Must be hemmed

2. Shirts
2.1. Must have collars
2.3. TCS hoodies may be worn but must have a collared shirt underneath
2.4.. TCS or Christian/church t-shirts (non-collared) may be worn on Fridays

3. Shoes
3.1. No flip-flops or sandals

4. Hair
4.1. Not over collar or ears
4.2. Not touching eyebrows
4.3. Must be a natural color

5. No jewelry, tatooes, or piercings
6. Sweatshirts and hoodies allowed
Must be TCS or plain (however a small pocket-sized brand-name logo or monogrammed initials are
allowed) May not have any other writing, pictures or drawings.
7. No heavy coats in the classroom

STUDENT ATTIRE AT BALLGAMES, CASUAL EVENTS, ETC.
1. Jeans and knee-length shorts may be worn
2. T-shirts may be worn (no questionable wording or pictures)
3. Students should consider what is modest and appropriate
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